LEGENDARY ENTERTAINMENT AND THE FRANK HERBERT ESTATE
AWARD GALE FORCE NINE MASTER TABLETOP GAMING LICENSE
Tabletop role-playing game planned for late 2019 release, with additional original
tabletop games from Gale Force Nine and their sub-licensees to follow
BURBANK, CA – August 6, 2018 – Legendary Entertainment and Herbert Properties LLC have
reached a multi-year licensing agreement with Gale Force Nine (GF9). The award-winning game
publisher is now set to bring the beloved sci-fi franchise DUNE to the world of tabletop gaming.
“Gale Force Nine has consistently demonstrated a skill and passion for building successful
tabletop game series alongside category leading partners and we are thrilled to announce this
exciting addition to the Dune licensing program ,” said Jamie Kampel, Vice President of
Licensing & Partnerships for Legendary. “Legendary looks forward to a fun and meaningful
contribution to this revered legacy property.”
The agreement calls for Gale Force Nine to produce original tabletop games drawing from the
full scope of the Dune franchise—spanning the many publications from Frank Herbert, Brian
Herbert, and Kevin J. Anderson—along with multiple direct tie-ins with Legendary’s highlyanticipated film from director Denis Villeneuve.
“This is only the beginning of our big plans in tabletop for this captivating franchise,” says JohnPaul Brisigotti, CEO of Gale Force Nine. “Dune is a rich and wonderful universe, and we expect
to produce an equally expansive and inspired line of games for years to come.”
The full range of tabletop games, including board and miniatures games are slated to hit the
market just prior to Legendary’s theatrical release of DUNE in 2020. In addition, GF9 plans to
align with other game companies on numerous categories and formats in the future.
“With this master license, we are excited to collaborate with our peers and leverage their unique
expertise to realize a complete spectrum of game types and authentic experiences,” continues
Brisigotti. Slated for late 2019, their first collaboration is a tabletop role-playing game from
Modiphius, publisher of celebrated games such as Star Trek Adventures, Fallout: Wasteland
Warfare, Conan, Mutant Chronicles, Achtung! Cthulhu, and Tales from the Loop.
The Legendary-Gale Force Nine licensing deal was brokered by Joe LeFavi of Genuine
Entertainment, who will manage the Dune license on behalf of GF9 and facilitate ongoing
business development alongside Brisigotti.
###

ABOUT LEGENDARY PICTURES
Legendary Entertainment is a leading media company with film (Legendary Pictures), television
and digital (Legendary Television and Digital Media) and comics (Legendary Comics) divisions
dedicated to owning, producing and delivering content to worldwide audiences. Legendary has
built a library of marquee media properties and has established itself as a trusted brand which
consistently delivers high-quality, commercial entertainment including some of the world's most
popular intellectual property. In aggregate, Legendary Pictures-associated productions have
realized grosses of more than $16 billion worldwide at the box office. To learn more
visit: www.legendary.com
ABOUT GALE FORCE NINE
Gale Force Nine, LLC (GF9) specializes in creating hobby board games with rich strategic play
based on licenses from fan-favorite media properties such as Dungeons & Dragons, Star Trek,
Firefly, and Dr. Who. Gale Force Nine is a wholly-owned subsidiary of the Battlefront Group.
Visit www.gf9.com for more information.
ABOUT GENUINE ENTERTAINMENT
Genuine Entertainment is an award-winning producer and paladin of premium content and
consumer products. Specializing in strategic licensing for genre entertainment brands, Genuine
creates scalable licensing programs that extend franchises into new markets and build worlds
across numerous categories. Prioritizing passion and strategic planning in equal measure, it is
their mission to drive business growth by genuinely connecting with consumers and delivering
the quality and authenticity they deserve. To learn more, please visit: www.genuineent.com.
ABOUT HERBERT PROPERTIES LLC
Herbert Properties LLC is managed by the Herbert family, and is the copyright holder for the
Dune series. The brilliant Frank Herbert first published his classic bestseller DUNE in novel
form in 1965, and he wrote 5 popular sequels to it. After Frank’s death in 1986, his son Brian
Herbert and Kevin J. Anderson continued the series with 14 additional novels, extending the
audience of the series with new international bestsellers. Brian Herbert, Byron Merritt, and Kim
Herbert, officers of Herbert Properties LLC, are pleased to share in the exciting announcement of
new games set in the fantastic Dune universe.
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